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WELLBEING FOUNDATION INC

Our Mission
To develop, promote and educate the community through the
Lions Wellbeing Initiatives and to encourage clubs and individual 
Lions to promote these initiatives within their community.

“Creating a happier, healthier and safer community”

Our Goals
•	 To	provide	the	highest	quality	advice,	guidance	and	service	to	the	Lions	family	and	their	
	 communities	on	education	in	respect	of	drug	and	alcohol	abuse	prevention.
•	 To	develop	the	role	and	involvement	of	the	foundation	in	education	and	drug	abuse	prevention.
•	 To	promote	the	work	of	the	foundation	within	the	community,	similar	organisations,	
	 and	all	levels	of	government	and	their	services.
•	 To	provide	ongoing	support,	training	and	development	for	district	drug	awareness	chairmen.
•	 To	monitor	developments	in	education	and	drug	abuse	prevention	and	government	initiatives.
•	 To	promote	material	developed	by	the	foundation.

David McKenzie - Secretary
Australian Lions Wellbeing Foundation Inc.
PO Box 530 Springwood QLD 4127

For details on Foundation projects or to make a donation, contact:

 Phone: 0412 126 577 ABN 39 392 805 774
e-mail: aldaf@bigpond.net.au Home Page: http//www.alwf.org.au
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A new beginning, a change of name to reflect our actual activity. 

We are still the same Foundation that commenced its activities some 38 years ago by trying 
to educate our communities, and in particular young people, about the ever present danger 
from drugs.

Well, we have come a long way since those early days and now concentrate on all the things 
that lead to drug dependence, such as bullying, peer pressure, and many other pressures 
that face our communities these days.

We now help our young people, through Tune In Not Out and Freedom to Feel Fantastic, to 
navigate this difficult world that we live in. The introduction of TINO was a world first and the 
site is growing daily. In addition our association with the Lions Quest program, which is run 
worldwide though our International Association of Lions Clubs, is another way that we care 
reaching out to young people right in the classroom and assisting them with the challenges 
they are facing or are about to face.

In May 2021 the matter of our name was finally resolved and we became The Australian Lions 
Wellbeing Foundation Inc. This name surely more accurately tells our communities what we 
do and where we are helping.

To that end a new set of Directors was recently appointed to assist the current Executive in the 
running of this Foundation. Two of the existing Directors and two new faces were appointed. 
We welcome back Lion Bronte Cameron, Past District Governor Dale Crawford who have both 
given already many years of service to the Foundation. In addition we warmly welcome Past 
District Governor David Lowing and Lion Matthew Crossley to the team. We are sure that the 
mix of old and new will be of benefit in the years ahead.

Welcome to The Australian Lions Wellbeing Foundation Inc. (ALWF) 
(Previously ALDAF)

David Lowing

Bronte Cameron

Mathew Crossley

Dale (Toby) Crawford

 

Social and Emotional Learning - Training & Resources   
 
BREAKING NEWS! 
Lions Quest teacher training is now available online! 
 
Since 1988, thousands of teachers and students in schools in Australian schools have benefited 
from these research-based programs. 
  
The teacher-training will now be delivered in a 2-
hour online (Zoom) module, making it more 
accessible to teachers Australia-wide. 
 
Workshop dates: 
Wed November 3: 1:30–3:30 pm EDST    
Thur November 4: 4:00–6:00 pm EDST 
(Registrations close October 13.) 
 
üüVisit the Lions Quest website for more details 
and to register. The $225 fee covers your 
complete resource package for one year level 
plus the training experience.  
Sponsorship from your local Lions Club may be available. 
 
Find out more and register at lionsquest.org.au             Don't delay - space is limited!                                 
 
üüIf you are interested in a hosting a dedicated session for your own group of up to 20 
participants, please contact us at lionsquest@alwf.org.au 

 
üüWant more information on these highly regarded programs before you consider the teacher 
training? Visit the lionsquest.org.au for an information flyer, case studies and more. 
 
üüIf you would like to learn more about Social and Emotional Learning and how Lions Quest Skills 
for Growing (F-5) and Skills for Adolescence (Yrs 6-8) can make a difference in your school 
watch our introductory webinar available at lionsquest.org.au. 
 
üüIf you were trained on a previous version of the program and would like the latest edition, please 
contact us at lionsquest@alwf.org.au to order your copy of the latest edition - $99.00 plus postage.  

You may also be interested in participating in the workshop as a refresher. Sponsorship from your 
local Lions Club may be available for this upgrade. 
 
Visit Lions Quest today lionsquest.org.au  

AUSTRALIA 

Call us: 1800 805 334 

Please send the above order to:
Name: 
Address:

Ice DVD  $22.95 
A 9 minute DVD outlining the dangers of Ice and its derivatives

Alcohol DVD $19.95 
A 7 minute DVD detailing the effect of alcohol on the brain and other facts 

Drugs & Depression DVD $19.95 
A 10 minute DVD detailing the link between drugs and depression 
and other facts 

Energizer Book $25.00 
A book of games and activities for use with all ages and occasions

Mocktail Book  $25.00 
A book of non alcoholic drink recipes 

Mind your Head $8.95 
A book of some things you might want to know about Drugs and 
Mental Health  

Hugs not drugs badges (min	order	50) 60c each	
Simple pin on badges with a strong message.

Hugs not drugs stickers (min	order	100) 15c each	
Simple stickers with a strong message

Party Rule Booklet $20 for 10 or $2-50 each 
A ten page guide to parents with young people

Pamphlet Holder $2.00	
A sturdy holder to place information brochures on display

Alcohol Posters $6.00 per set 
A set of 6 colourful posters on alcohol awareness

*Talking about alcohol & other drugs $40 per 100	
A brochure to help people talk about these problems with 
children and others

*Worried brochure $40 per 100	
Is someone you know taking drugs? What can you do?

*How are you doing? $40 per 100	
A brochure to help you do a healthy check on yourself

*Alcohol – is it just a drink? $40 per 100	
A brochure setting out some facts on alcohol use

*Nicotine – is it just smoke? $40 per 100	
A brochure setting out some facts on nicotine

*Cannabis – is it just a weed? $40 per 100 
A brochure setting out some facts on this drug

*Party Hard but Party Safe $40 per 100 
A brochure setting out helpful ways to have a great 
party but safely

*Resilient Families - 10 Tips $40 per 100 
10 tips to help in everyday life

(*These brochures may be mixed to a minimum order of 100)

#Cannabis Poster  $2.00 (min 5)	
Colourful A3 sized poster ideal for laminating

#Standard Drinks Poster  $2.00 (min 5)	
Colourful A3 sized poster ideal for laminating

(#These posters may be mixed to a minimum order of 5)

ORDER FORM
Please	make	cheques	payable	to	The Australian Lions Wellbeing Foundation,	
and	send	to	Po	Box	530,	Springwood,	Queensland	4127.

Enclosed	is	a	cheque/money	order	for	$	 	 	for	the	following	items.	

Please	send	me	extra	newsletters	(nominate	quantity	required):	
(Prices	include	GST,	postage	and	handling)



DenLion David Daniels - Chairman

Welcome to our first newsletter under our new Foundation 

name – “The Australian Lions Wellbeing Foundation Inc.”

New names are just not thought up on the spur of the 

moment, a hell of a lot of work has gone into the name 

change.  I would like to thank, on behalf of the Board and 

Executive, Secretary David for going beyond the call of duty 

for steering this important process.

In the lifetime of the previous Foundation there has never 

been changes like now.  The name change reflects more 

our activity put in the Community and no change is not 

acceptable, particularly in the current Covid situation.

The change in the appointment of Directors has enabled 

us to appoint people with the appropriate skills to join our 

already highly skilled Board of Directors and Consultants that 

will help us navigate the challenges that we have been set.  

Congratulations to our newly appointed Directors.

In focusing on wellbeing, please check out the free activity 

book produced by Lynsey, the link is there.  Lynsey also sends 

some other great messages.

Ambassador Andrew Fuller also gives us a great insight into 

how to increase Wellbeing.   Andrews comments on Pathways 

to wellbeing, Mental Health, First responders and How to 

Build Resilience are all very important as we navigate life’s 

challenges.

May I take the opportunity to thank the Board and Executive, 

along with our great team of consultants as we all proceed 

forward on our new journey with our “New Foundation”.

“creating a happier, healthier and safer community”

FREE Wellbeing Activity Book 

Our positive body image and self esteem project Freedom to Feel Fantastic 

has a wide range of resources for schools, Lions, Leos and community groups 

to run an event to promote positive body image.  All of these resources can 

be accessed for free via the website www.freedomtofeelfantastic.com.au 

including the My Wellbeing Booklet.

The My Wellbeing Book is full of activities and information to help us all reflect 

and practise exercises to help us become aware of areas that impact how 

we feel about who we are, whether external aspects such as social media or 

internal factors like our inner self talk.

The booklet features mindfulness colouring in pages, the self esteem bank 

account, looking at the debits and credits we make towards ours, and other 

people’s self esteem, it helps you develop a self care plan and a wellbeing 

toolkit, and even a helpful music playlists, all things which you can draw upon 

over the coming weeks to help you stay body and self positive.

To download the booklet just visit www.freedomtofeelfantastic.com.au and 

click the register now button, once you have supplied an email address you 

will get access to the booklet and all the other wonderful resources.

Tune In Not Out Launches The Indigenous 
Health Hub Section 

 

Our youth health and wellbeing website www.tuneinnotout.com has 

brought information to young people on a range of topics from mental 

health, alcohol and other drugs, relationships, school life and more for 

over a decade. Earlier this year we were delighted to launch a section 

dedicated to content made specifically for and by the Indigenous 

community.

To create the hub we contacted a range of indigenous health services and 

sought approval to feature their content in the form of videos, factsheets, 

podcasts and stories, and bring them together in one central location.

“We were so impressed with the quality and range of information which 

has been created.” said Lynsey, TINO Project Officer “It’s just great to now 

see it all easy to find in one location.” 

The Indigenous Health Hub has sections on money, study and work, mob 

life, sex and sexual health, grog and other drugs and mental health.”

How to Increase Wellbeing 
Compassion and love are our oldest medicines. Add to this, hope and 
connectedness and we have the four most powerful ingredients of 
healing.

Each ingredient alone may not cure a case of the flu but together they 
will help you resist disease, lower stress, lower blood pressure, avoid a 
heart attack, protect against depression, increase academic results & 
longevity and help you live a happier life. 

What creates resilience varies at different stages of our lives. 
The research shows us that people thrive when they are: 

Connecting with one another

Protective of one another

Respecting one another 

Interventions such as positive psychology and positive youth 
development show improvements of up to an 18-percentile point gain in 
academic results. Despite this, overall results from wellbeing programs 
in schools have been disappointing. 

The most powerful way of increasing wellbeing is not by implementing 
more resilience/ empathy/gratitude/ mindfulness programs but by 
increasing the sense that all young people belong and can succeed. 

Helping young people to identify their learning strengths and helping 
teachers to differentiate based on these strengths is called neuro- 
developmental differentiation. A tool to enable students to do this is 
available at 
www.mylearningstrengths.com 

Pathways to Wellbeing
The conditions that enable young people to be resilient, empowered, 
engaged and worthwhile aren’t downloadable. They are uploaded one 
relationship at a time. 
A central theme is that ‘wellbeing is everybody’s business.’ 

This includes:

A twice weekly electronic check-in on student well- being. This 
would gives school staff  optics over the wellbeing of all students and 
also alert them to students who are struggling, if the student either 
expresses a need for help or has three consecutive negative ratings. 

Annual well-being plan + Coaching Conversations.

Mental Health First Responders- establish teams across the school 
each consisting of one wellbeing staff member and a small group of 
students trained in how to be a first responder for mental health issues. 

Young people usually share their concerns with their friends before 
approaching adults. This approach formalises and supports a process 
that is already occurring in the school. 

Mental health first responders look out for other students who seem 
marginalised, distressed or sad and check on their wellbeing.

How to build resilience 

There are two main aims for students: 

1.  Academic skills- to realise thae potential with each student 

2.  To assist students to develop a positive achievement identity 

The formation of a stable sense of identity is a major developmental 
aim of adolescence and early adulthood. Successfully developing this 
enables people to become aware of the contribution they can make to 
the world and have some sense of how to go about doing that. 
 
It empowers them to capitalise upon their Positive identity formation 
involves sufficient self-awareness to know about your strengths and 
preferences and also about your vulnerabilities. Being self-aware then 
allows you to create more constructive and sustainable relationships with 
others. Simply put, the more you know about yourself, the more likely 
you are to be able to appreciate and tolerate diversity in others.  
 
To achieve these outcomes we need different strategies to meet different 
needs at different stages of schooling. 

A key implication is that we need to shift from a simplification of the role 
of teachers as deliverers of curricula to the developers of brains. Brains 
develop best in the context of high quality, supportive relationships with 
parents, peers and teachers. 

Does cannabis cause mental health issues?

The relationship between cannabis use and mental health isn’t as 
straightforward as you might think.

Cannabis – also known as marijuana, weed or pot – affects everyone 
differently, making it difficult to predict who will experience negative 
effects.One person might have feelings of relaxation and euphoria, while 
another person may experience anxiety and paranoia.

This can depend on factors such as:

·  how much cannabis they use

·  whether they use cannabis often

·  the type of cannabis (strength, purity, etc.)

·  the person’s size, weight and health (mental and physical)

·  the environment they are in

·  the person’s personality.

With all these different factors at play, we can’t say cannabis is the single 
cause of any mental health issue. The evidence just isn’t strong enough. 
But what the evidence does show is that there’s still a relationship 
between the two.

So, what’s the relationship then?
To put it simply, you probably shouldn’t use cannabis if:

· you have been diagnosed with a mental illness

· you are experiencing any symptoms of a mental illness

· you have a history of mental illness in the family.

Cannabis can make current mental health conditions worse. And, for 
people who don’t have any current mental health conditions but do have 
a family history, cannabis use can increase the chance of eventually 
developing a mental health condition.

What mental health conditions is cannabis linked to? 

Depression 

Anxiety 

Psychotic illnesses (schizophrenia or bipolar disorder) 

For people with a psychotic illness, like schizophrenia or bipolar disorder, 
cannabis use can:  

·  make psychotic symptoms worse  

·  cause more delusions or hallucinations  

·  lead to a higher chance of hospitalisation for psychosis  

·  make treatment less effective 

·  make recovery from a psychotic episode harder.

And, although we can’t say cannabis directly causes schizophrenia, it’s 
more likely to cause schizophrenic symptoms if someone has a personal 
or family history of mental health issues.

People with a personal or family history of mental health conditions are 
also more at risk of experiencing a cannabis-induced psychosis.  Drug-
induced psychosis can occur when a large or extremely strong batch 
of cannabis is used, and can happen without the presence of a current 
psychotic illness.5

The impact of dependency 
Being dependent on cannabis can lead to mental health issues which 
aren’t necessarily caused by the cannabis itself.  For example, a young 
person with a cannabis dependence might disengage from school, 
struggle with employment opportunities or experience relationship 
breakdown. These experiences are often linked to mental health conditions 
such as depression or anxiety.

We encourage you to visit www.tuneinnotout.com 

and click on the Indigenous Health Hub section and explore 

the wide range of information. If you know of any content or local 

stories from your community which could feature here, 

please don’t hesitate to contact us.

Reproduced with thanks to ADF. 
To read more of this article, please go to 

https://adf.org.au/insights/cannabis-mental-health


